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Styles inspired by the 1950s, abstract Scandinavian flower motifs and fabrics
dyed by hand. These are the key inspirational elements of this season’s
collection from MarMar Copenhagen. Designer Marlene Holmboe has
found inspiration in the homely sphere of the Nordic light and its wonderful colour prism, the beautiful scenery and natural exuberance of the
Scandinavian exterior. The buzz of the mild Danish summer vitalizes the
collection with nude and dusty colours, which are refracted by the bright
sunlight yellow. The SS15 collection also introduces new dyeing techniques,
which ensure a sophisticated and beautiful, yet blurred and indistinct
expression, as if bleached by the mild sunlight or dried out by rippling
waves. All these traits convey the calm of daybreak at sea and manifest the
poetry of the collection.
In 2008, having spent many years in an unavailing search for a simple
and classic children’s fashion with a touch of French and British elegance,
Designer Marlene Holmboe recognized this gap in the market and decided
to start a brand of her own, one that was rooted in the Danish tradition of
functionality and strong materials. With the first collection out, MarMar
quickly became one of the leading design brands in Scandinavian children’s
fashion, with Barneys in New York, among other prominent distributors,
being crucial for the international promotion of Danish children’s wear.
Every season ambitiously presents a main and a base line collection that
compound current trends, classic colours and silhouettes with designs in
the best quality known to man.
MarMar can be purchased online or in selected concept stores worldwide.
The Spring Summer 2015 collection consists of 120 styles sorted into three
categories; baby (the 0-2 year-olds), kids (the 2-10 year-olds), and tweens
(the 10-14 year-olds). Prizes run from EUR 10-94.
For more information, comments or visuals, please contact us at
marmar@marmar.dk or by phone: +45 26803536. All the enclosed photos
are released for press coverage, in print or digitally, under the following
terms: You must give appropriate credit to the MarMar Copenhagen brand
name and photographer, Sofie Helsted.
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interview
The inspiration for the Spring Summer 2015 collection, where does it come from?
A designer’s antennas are constantly directed towards the outside world, and
you tend to look for inspiration in the farthest and most exotic corner of
the world, where shapes and colours stand out more clearly, because they’re
new and different from what you usually see in your everyday life. For this
collection, it was the exact opposite. I chose to let myself feel inspired by
everything just outside my window, all those beautiful things you normally
take for granted and lose sight of. This collection renders the essence of the
mild Danish summer; the buzz of bright summer nights and beautiful flowery meadows, the shimmering sun on the sea surface and wild flowers on
display in the natural scenery, not forgetting the characteristic Scandinavian
light, which has inspired artists for centuries and which brings out the best
in every colour.
In what ways are colours important for the design process?
Colours are the guiding element – it always begins and ends with them.
They are crucial for the overall story, but they can also influence the single
piece of clothing, as when I for instance work on a dream of a dress and
then decide to add the contrast of a more sinister colour. For this collection, however, I have chosen the palette of the bright and the light, by using
dolce nuances of soft and dusty colours for the crinkled surfaces fabrics
making them look like cupcake topping, and by interpreting a wild roadside
flowerbed in a more colourful and graphic way.
What sort of motifs have you been working with?
Besides the flowers, water has been an essential element for this collection,
indistinct features and blurred outlines and surfaces like the ones you see,
when a colour is slowly dissolved in liquid. This is a technique, which is
manually performed and therefore it produces a result that is difficult to
predict. Another element is hot air balloons and the common crane, which
add magic and dreaming traits to the collection.
What are your main points of consideration, when you work?
Successful design is all about the interplay and finely balanced correlation
between practical measures and all those things that come out of the creative space. I may feel like experimenting madly and execute all sorts of wild
ideas, but that will not turn out well, if the end product is difficult to use
or deviates from the overall concept. For me, it is absolutely crucial that the
MarMar collections last beyond the season – both aesthetically and functionally. Our base line collection, which has bodies, leggings and underwear,
will last all the way to your second and third child - maybe even to the
fourth - and that, to me, is the greatest compliment. Quality is not a commercial statement, it must be experienced by the consumer.
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There is also the sustainability of not throwing out…?
Indeed! And that demands great things of the design. You may want your
second or third child to inherit a body stocking, but the pleasure of it
will be worth nothing, if it looks worn out. That’s why I always insist on
maintaining the classic in keeping with the times, to secure a modern and
up-to-date design that incorporates all the current trends. My vision is that
MarMar’s clothing can be used across seasons in tandem with the newest
design. I am a serious advocate of slow fashion, the idea that we buy a little
less, but chose quality clothes with a sure touch, something that quite
simply lasts longer. In this way, we can spare the environment better.
What are the special challenges when designing children’s wear?
In the North, tradition has us striving for an uncompromising design,
which considers both functionality and fashion value. Our children romp
in the natural outdoors, and so their clothes must not easily wear out.
At the same time, it should be a brand with a strong and characteristic look
in keeping with the times.

